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On the front, ruined houses marked the spot where
shells from the Jaime Pnmero had landed, killing women
and children, but otherwise the scene seemed peaceful
enough. In the harbour, a number of gunboats, the
craft with which the Nationalists maintain their efficient
patrol of the Straits, lay at anchor, and on the hill-side
near the fort I noted a number of batteries in position
The guns seemed very old—I am informed that most of
them were delivered before the war, some being of
British origin—and I only saw one well-camouflaged
battery of modern big guns, \\hich presumably had
been provided by either Germany or Italy
Since Ceuta is & presidio and thus specifically excluded
from the prohibitory clause of the 1912 Madrid Treaty
concerning fortifications, the Nationalists are fully
within their rights in providing suitable armaments,
and the necessity for them cannot be called in question
when the Jaime Pnmero raid is taken into account
Gibraltar possesses a far more efficient armament, and
the Spanish defence measures cannot be thought with
reason to challenge British control of the Straits. The
report that the Nationalists considered surrendering
Ceuta to Italy is even more fantastic than the other
stories which have been so maliciously spread General
Franco's movement is intended to create a one and
indivisible Spam3 so that it is not likely he would start
by giving away Spanish possessions to a nation with
whom the Spaniards are not really on friendly terms
Back in Tetuan I spent the evening in an endeavour
to elicit the truth as regards the rumours concerning the
use of the khalifa's name in the Friday Prayer AH my
Moorish friends appeared horrified at the idea and did
not hesitate to condemn it
"Nothing like that has been even thought about/ they

